also extensible with programmer-defzned operators, allowing common abstractions to be encapsulated and reused in different contexts.
The compilation system incorporates a concurrent-transformation system that allows abstractions to be defined through concurrent source-to-source transformations;
these convert programmer-defined operators into a core notation. Run-tZme system techn tques allow the core notation to be compiled into a simple concurrent abstract machine which can be implemented in a portable fashion using a run-time library. The abstract machine provides a uniform treatment of singleassignment and mutable data structures, allowing data sharing between concurrent and sequential program segments and permitting integration of sequential C and Fortran code into concurrent programs.
This compilation system forms part of a program development toolkit that operates on a wide variety of networked workstations, multicomputers, and shared-memory multiprocessors. The toolkit has been used both to develop substantial applications and to teach introductory concurrent-programming classes, including a freshman course at Caltech. [Chandy and Taylor 1989; 1992; Chern and Foster 1991; Foster 1992; Foster and Michalakes 1993; Harrar et al. 1991; Wang and Taylor 1993] , We present in Section 7 an application case study to indicate the benefits that derive from the approach. [Chandy and Taylor 1989; 1992] For brevity, we work here with the simpler octahedral grid illustrated in Figure  2 . In the figure, the top and bottom of each rhombus represent the north and south poles, respectively, and the equator passes through the other . On native-code implementations, these operations may work at the speed of the underlying hardware. 
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